
AI-POWERED ASSET MANAGEMENT

—
Instantly categorize visual content as it is 
uploaded to your platform, making it quickly 
searchable via intuitive AI models.

ABSOLUTE CONTENT PROTECTION

—
Keep your data securely with you: our SDK 
installs directly in your systems giving you  
unparalleled privacy and speed.

SUPER EASY TO INTEGRATE

—
We seamlessly integrate with asset 
management platforms around the world. 
Our solutions are easy to install and designed 
for anyone to use.

STREAMLINED PRODUCTIVITY

—
Prioritize your visual content to accelerate 
workflows and reduce content search times. 

light 97%

close-up 70%

one person 88%

hand 99%

Descriptive AI Metadata™ for Asset Management

AI-powered technology that revolutionizes how
the world works with visual content.

aesthetic score 88%



Automatic Image and Video 
Keywording

Our AI analyzes new images and videos with 
human-like perception and automatically tags them 
with precise keywords.

Similarity Analysis to Find 
Related Assets

Stop spending a huge amount of time looking for 
the right visual assets. 

Score Content with Aesthetic 
Ranking

Our solution learns your visual style to bring your 
best assets to the forefront while sorting out the 
undesirable. 

What can Mobius Labs do for you? 

Facial Recognition and 
Demographic Analysis   

Search for specific people and demographics in 
both images and videos. Anyone can be added to 
your database using only a single portrait.

Trained on Little Data, 
Requiring No Expertise

Train new models using very little amounts of 
your own data in order to suit specific business 
needs.

An SDK with Unparalleled Speed 
and Efficiency

Our models are as small as 5Mb and can be 
installed directly on hardware with no network 
connection required; objects are detected at 
52ms per image. 



Visual DNA
Transforming how we think about video ingest, tagging, search 
and archive with granular AI tagging and advanced face recognition.

Mobius Audio
A suite of complementary audio tools with state-of-the-art speech-to-text and
on-the-fly English translation capabilities that further supercharge your asset
management system and the value of your content.

Advanced AI descriptive metadata solutions 
that can be deployed on premise or in the cloud.


